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The Internet has already set its users free of any kind of building infrastructure. It has evolved beyond e-
mail, content, and e-commerce, becoming a true platform that combines the qualities of service of enter-
prise computing with the ability to share resources across the web. Moreover, Internet is becoming more 
and more distributed, and so are the expectations for its aligning protocols. According to Ipoque Internet 
Study for 2008/09, P2P generates most of the Internet traffic in all regions (even up to 70% in Eastern 
Europe), with predictions that it will account for more than 90% by 2013. This huge amount of P2P usage 
is due to its open, anonymous and self-organizing nature. P2P computing has incredibly wide range of 
usage: from simple every-day communication (Skype), content sharing (BitTorrent), and e-commerce 
(eBay), to great research projects that require the processing power of numerous interconnected comput-
ers (SETI@Home). The whole area of distributed computing is a hot bed of significant development that 
has been generating amazing advances [3] [4].  

Nevertheless, P2P systems are not just about distributing information. Their open nature has attracted vast 
amount of users and dragged even greater attention to attackers who use impressive amount of resources 
trying to subvert these systems. There is now a strategic shift by the attackers that mainly target personal 
computers with high Internet connectivity that can be useful for the miscreants. The complexity of distri-
buted networks brings equally complex issues for defending them against attacks [1] [2]. Future systems 
are not likely to ease that job, as new threats will emerge due to the billions of components comprising 
them. In this new “world of emerging technological opportunities”, reputation is one of the few tools that 
can still provide trust: trust among the users of distributed services, and even the trust necessary to main-
tain reliability and accountability of these services [3]. 

Our contribution is attributed through BarterCast, a fully distributed reputation mechanism that is part of 
the NextShare software developed in the P2P-Next project [4]. We have mapped BarterCast’s design onto 
the Taxonomy of Trust proposed by the Stanford Peer Research group and obtained important conclu-
sions mainly related to the design and partially to the purpose of the mechanism [3]. While BarterCast is 
more reputation oriented (choosing appropriate collaborator based on her past behavior and performance, 
incentivizing collaborative behavior etc.), there are security issues that have not been tackled yet in the 
present design. Some of them are identity and trust management, threat modeling, information integrity 
check and information time convergence. Our research not only considers the social aspect of a reputation 
system design, but also strives to base users’ collaboration on strong security mechanisms. Fostered re-
putable and trustworthy collaboration would lead any Internet based application closer to its”Future Inter-
net” ideal.  
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